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A Man Like None Other Chapter 1721–Kazuo took the opportunity to lecture 
Ono, “There are no orders. I dropped by to check this place and see if all of 
you were being complacent. You must always be on your guard as outlanders 
in Chanaea!” 

“Yes, Mr. Kawaguchi. You’re absolutely right!” Ono replied faithfully. Kazuo 
added, “I’m bringing a woman here in a couple of days. Keep a close eye on 
her.” 

“A woman?” Stunned, Ono said, “Mr. Kawaguchi, women are forbidden from 
this cave, as are Chanaeans. It’s an iron-clad rule.” “I know that, but this 
woman is vital to our research. I can’t take her back to Jetroina, so we can 
only keep her here,” explained Kazuo. 

Ono’s curiosity was piqued. He asked, “Who is this woman? Why are you so 
interested in her, Mr. Kawaguchi?” 

“You id*ot…” Kazuo trailed off with a frown. “You don’t deserve to know 
that.” Ever the obedient follower, Ono nodded eagerly and replied, 
“Understood!” 

Kazuo only spent a day at the secret base before leaving. However, he left 
alone. Meanwhile, over ten men stood in the middle of a square at Deragon 
Sect, Jadeborough. 

They were all skilled fighters brimming with vigor. Nearby, Godrick said to 
Jared, “I’ve selected these men based on your requirements, Jared.” 

Jared nodded and replied, “In this case, quality is better than quantity. I trust 
you have briefed them on what to do?” 

“Yes!” “Good. We’ll leave now. When we return, I hope you would have 
become a Top Level Martial Arts Marquis.” Jared clapped Godrick on the 
shoulder encouragingly. 

Godrick asked curiously, “Where are we going. Jared? How can it boost one’s 
cultivation progress so rapidly?” Jared shot him a faint smile in response. 
“You’ll find out when we get there!” 



Then, he led Godrick and the other selected men to Encanta Island. The 
blood demon statue, which still stood on the island, was a bottomless pool of 
spiritual energy. Absorbing it would undoubtedly raise his peers’ cultivation 
speed immensely. 

Jared had decided to help these gifted men to set foot in the heavenly realm. 
Unlike them, Jared’s cultivation progress was not suppressed by the lack of 
spiritual energy in the mundane world. Thus, he planned to use his blood to 
help them enter the heavenly realm and avoid the repressive nature of the 
mundane world. 

In the near future, celestials would reappear once their spiritual energies 
reawakened. The martial arts world would then enter a slump. Jared wanted 
to act now and get a head start. 

That was why Jared had asked Godrick to select his most gifted men. Jared 
could not bring everyone from Deragon Sect to the heavenly realm. That was 
simply impossible. 

When Jared and the others finally arrived at Encanta Island, everyone was 
enchanted by the surroundings. Godrick exclaimed, “Jared, is this the famed 
Encanta Island? It looks just like what I imagine the heavens to be.” 

Meanwhile, Norm had been on standby to greet Jared since learning of his 
visit. He welcomed Jared into the palace and straight onto the throne. Jared 
asked, “Have you observed anything. unusual about the statue while I was 
gone, Norm?” 

“The statue hasn’t moved at all, Mr. Chance. The only thing is the statue is 
covered in dew right after midnight, and we have no idea why!” answered 
Norm. 

Jared furrowed his brows thoughtfully. “Dew collecting on the statue at night? 
Is it related to the wet weather?” 

Norm shook his head and replied, “No. The weather hasn’t changed, but dew 
has never gathered on the statue like this before!” “That’s odd. Bring me to the 
status later in the night!” 

Jared wanted to see the situation for himself. After getting an update from 
Norm, he turned to Godrick’s group and declared, “Get some rest. You can 



spend the next few days familiarizing yourself with the island. I will teach you 
some new techniques after that.” 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 1722–Godrick led the rest of Deragon Sect 
away Instead of resting, Jared used his blood to create pills that would free 
one from the shackles of the mundane world once one consumed it. 

Nearing midnight, Norm sought Jared and led him behind the palace. The 
land behind the palace was still a pile of rubble like before. Jared stared at the 
mess as memories of his old battles resurfaced in his mind. 

The blood demon statue lay on the ground, devoid of its former might. Soon 
enough, the clock struck midnight. The statue began emitting a faint glow, and 
drops of dew seeped onto its surface. 

Jared stepped forward and touched the statue. A dew drop was instantly 
absorbed into his body, followed by a refreshing sensation, which he found 
immensely comforting. 

He explained to Norm, “These dew drops are bursting with spiritual energy so 
don’t waste them. Send some men to collect them!” 

Though Jared did not know the reason behind this phenomenon, he knew 
without a doubt that the dew drops were rich in spiritual energy. 

Over the next few days, Godrick showed his men around Encanta Island, 
which went a long way in helping them to relax. Jared busied himself creating 
pills and 

eventually produced a batch of blood-red pills containing his own blood. Then, 
he gathered Godrick and the others, instructing them to consume the pills. 

The crimson color and bloody stench of the pills were repulsive, to say the 
least. Still, no one dared to disobey Jared’s instructions, and they dutifully 
swallowed the pills. 

Warmth coursed through their bodies almost instantly. They could feel some 
changes in their meridians and even their blood. 



Then, Jared’s spiritual sense took over the men’s consciences, and he began 
imparting new techniques into their minds. 

He declared to the crowd, “From now on, you must forget the cultivation 
techniques of your past and focus on practicing these new techniques. Feel 
free to ask me for help if you have any difficulties.” 

“Yes, Mr. Chance!” 

Their excitement was palpable as they headed off to cultivate under Jared’s 
instructions. 

While they were cultivating, Jared spent most of his time absorbing the 
spiritual energy from the blood demon statue. 

The statue seemed to release spiritual energy every night which condensed 
into dew drops. Jared had Norm collect all the dew drops for Godrick and his 
men. 

And so they repeated this schedule during their stay on Encanta 
Island. Though Jared was away from Jadeborough, the martial arts world 
remained peaceful. No one tried to stir up trouble with Deragon Sect. 

Lizbeth and the other young women had a smashing time at Crimson Palace. 

They got along well and passed each day with joy and laughter. Their favorite 
moment of the day was listening to Evangeline’s bizarre stories of the past. 

Little did they know that Evangeline was recounting her personal experience 
instead of passing on rumors she had heard. One day, the women gathered 
as usual for lunch. 

Renee’s gaze swept over the group. When she noticed that Evangeline was 
missing, she asked, “Where’s Evangeline? I’m still waiting for her story on 
immortals…” 

“Perhaps she’s busy. Let’s not wait for her. She’s quite mysterious sometimes, 
don’t you think?” replied Lizbeth. Everyone shrugged off Evangeline’s 
absence and dug into lunch. 



They were blissfully unaware that Evangeline was in a car speeding away 
from Jadeborough. Her eyes were shut, and she looked pallid. The driver of 
the car was none other than Kazuo. 

He drove for hours and only came to a stop around midnight. Then, he pulled 
Evangeline out of the car and dragged her into a dense forest. 

Evangeline had woken up by then. She did not. panic after seeing 
Kazuo. Meanwhile, Kazuo heaved a sigh of relief once he led Evangeline all 
the way to the secret samurai base. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 1723–Ono spotted Kazuo’s return and asked 
hastily, “Mr. Kawaguchi, where should we house this woman?” Kazuo replied, 
“Da*n it. This woman is incredibly powerful. Lock her in the Category A prison 
cell!” 

Ono nodded and summoned some men to bring Evangeline to the prison 
cells. In the meantime, Kazuo whipped off his shirt, revealing a ghastly wound 
across his shoulder. He stared at the wound, his gaze brimming with ferocity. 

After cleaning up the wound, Kazuo headed to the prison cells. When he 
arrived, he waved Ono and the others away, announcing, “Everyone, get out. I 
have something to say to her!” 

Kazuo came to a stop before Evangeline’s jail cell, which was shrouded in an 
arcane array designed to suppress the abilities of its prisoner. Still, Evangeline 
did not display the slightest hint of panic as she came face-to-face with Kazuo. 

“Who are you? Why do you know secret witchcraft from thousands of years 
ago? Did you reincarnate in a new body? Or are you possessed by an ancient 
spirit?” demanded Kazuo. 

Disdain flitted across Evangeline’s features as she returned, “I won’t tell you 
who I am. You can investigate my background if you want to know more!” 

Kazuo narrowed his eyes dangerously just as a cloud of spiritual sense 
enveloped Evangeline. 



Just as the spiritual sense darted into Evangeline’s body, it was immediately 
shattered by some force within her body. Stunned, Kazuo jumped backward 
and stammered, “W-Why isn’t your ability suppressed?” 

Evangeline smirked and drawled, “These little tricks can hardly affect me.” 

Her body housed the soul of the holy maiden from Lunarius Palace thousands 
of years ago. Kazuo’s attempt to infiltrate Evangeline’s body with his spiritual 
sense was practically a joke. 

The holy maiden’s ability was halved under the repression of the energy of 
heaven and earth. That was the only reason Kazuo succeeded in catching 
Evangeline. 

Still, she was not frightened. Even if Kazuo caught her, he would certainly 
have a tough time trying to kill her. Kazuo glared at Evangeline for a moment 
longer before turning away in resignation. 

He reminded Ono, “Keep a close eye on her. Do not let her escape. And no 
one is allowed near her. If anyone’s stupid enough to disobey my orders, 
they’ll have it coming.” 

Kazuo planned to return to Jetroina and seek out a Soul Searching Master. 
His interaction with Evangeline gave him clues about the presence of a 
powerful spirit within her body. 

The spirit had likely been around for thousands of years. He was no match for 
such a powerful” entity and would need all the help he could get. 

Soon, Kazuo left Chanaea with some backup and returned to 
Jetroina. Meanwhile, Lizbeth, Cecilia, and the others began fretting over 
Evangeline’s disappearance. 

They had not seen the hide or hair of Evangeline for days. Everyone in 
Deragon Sect joined the search efforts, along with the Gunderson family. 

Alas, no one knew Evangeline’s true identity, which hampered their 
investigation. Only Fernando knew about the holy maiden in Evangeline’s 
body, yet he dared not tell Chester about it. 



I can only hope for Jared to solve this! At that moment, Jared was fervently 
absorbing the spiritual energy from the blood demon statue on Encanta 
Island. 

The initial resistance of the statue had inexplicably disappeared, and its 
seemingly unending pool of spiritual energy had become a valuable resource 
for Jared and Deragon Sect’s members. 

Almost a fortnight later, Jared had ascended to a Third Level Greater Martial 
Arts Marquis. However, no matter how much time he devoted to cultivation 
afterward, he no longer felt an improvement in his abilities. 

He opened his eyes slowly and muttered, “It seems the spiritual energy in this 
statue can no longer support my cultivation.” 

He froze in shock as his gaze landed on the blood demon statue. It was 
covered in a dense network of cracks, and it looked as if it would crumble at 
any moment. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 1724–“This stone statue doesn’t look like it’ll 
last long. There’s no saying whether it’ll manage to hold out until the others 
break through to become Martial Arts Marquises.” 

Jared rose to his feet and left the forbidden. ground. When Norm saw Jared 
walking out, he hurried forward respectfully and called out, “Mr. Chance.” 

“How are the others getting along in their cultivation? Do dew drops still form 
on the statue every night?” Jared asked Norm. 

“The others are cultivating at a steady pace. As for the dew on the statue, it 
has significantly increased over the past few days,” Norm replied. 

Jared nodded in response. Then, he went to check on Godrick and the others. 
Upon observing their cultivation progress, he felt rather pleased. 

However, he was just about to walk out of the palace and take a stroll when a 
sense of foreboding washed over him. Oh shit…. 

Cursing silently, he turned to Norm and excused himself before rushing back 
to Jadeborough. 



There was a connection between Evangeline and Jared. While at the 
Gunderson family estate, Chester had asked Jared to plant a spiritual sense 
within Evangeline’s body to make her follow Jared all the time. 

Although Evangeline had the holy maiden’s soul inside her body and no 
longer needed to stay by Jared’s side, there was still a connection between 
the spiritual sense and him. 

Now that she was imprisoned, he could sense it as soon as he walked 
out. Upon his return to Jadeborough, Lizbeth and the others surrounded him 
immediately when they saw him. The gaggle of ladies started chattering away 
to him. 

“That’s enough. You don’t have to say anything more. I already know about it,” 
he said while waving his hand. After saying that, he left Crimson Palace and 
headed for the Gunderson residence. 

I need to speak to Fernando and get a clear explanation of what happened. 
There are some things that Lizbeth and the other ladies can’t explain clearly. 

Meanwhile, Fernando was on pins and needles. I’m well aware of 
Evangeline’s identity. Should misfortune happen to befall her, I won’t be able 
to explain things! 

As he was fretting over the matter, Astrid  opened the door and said, “Dad, 
Jared is here.” As soon as Fernando heard that, he dashed out the door to 
welcome Jared. 

“Mr. Chance, you’re back. Evan-” Without waiting for him to finish speaking, 
Jared cut him off with a wave of his hand and said, “I know. Let’s talk inside.” 

Fernando nodded. Then, he said to Astrid, “Get” someone to stand guard by 
the door. No one is allowed to enter.” 

With that, he followed Jared into the room and closed the door. Still worried 
that it was unsafe, Fernando waved his hand and instantly enveloped 
them with teleportation magecraft. 

Jared turned to Fernando and asked, “Mr. Gunderson, what happened to 
Evangeline? How could a full-grown person like her suddenly go missing? 
Also, she’s rather skilled. Theoretically, it’d be impossible for someone to 
attack her. However, I can sense that she’s in danger.” 



“I don’t have a clue either, Mr. Chance. I only learned of her disappearance 
after Ms. Grange informed me about it. I’ve no idea how I’ll explain this to 
Great Elder,” Fernando replied with a look of dismay. 

“Calm down, Mr. Gunderson. Evangeline isn’t in mortal danger for now. I can 
sense she’s being restrained, but I can’t figure out her exact location. Would 
the Gunderson family have any way of finding out where she is? That’d make 
it easier for us to rescue her.” 

The reason Jared had come looking for Fernando was to discover 
Evangeline’s whereabouts. Even though his spiritual sense was still in 
Evangeline’s body, he could not pinpoint her location. 

“Uh… I’m not sure about that. Even if there were a way, only Great Elder 
would know,” Fernando answered. “In that case, take me to the secret realm 
so we can find him and ask him. There’s no time to lose.” 

Jared was worried Evangeline’s life would be in danger the longer they 
delayed it. If anything happens to Evangeline, not only will we lose her, but the 
holy maiden’s soul in her will also disappear. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 1725–The holy maiden’s soul is already very 
weak. Without the protection of a human body, it wouldn’t have a chance of 
surviving under the energy of heaven and earth’s suppression. 

“Of course,” Fernando responded. He activated his teleportation magecraft 
immediately and disappeared with Jared in a flash. 

When the pair arrived at the Gunderson family estate, they found Chester 
engaged in deep conversation with an elderly man. 

After learning that Jared had come, Chester hurried out at once to greet him. 
The elderly man was dumbfounded by his actions. 

He’s the Gunderson family’s Great Elder. I can’t believe he’d go out to greet 
his guests. Even I have never experienced such a welcome! 

Puzzled, the elderly man followed Chester outside. “Mr. Chance,” Chester 
said, hurrying forward and greeting Jared deferentially. 



“I’m sorry for the intrusion, Great Elder. I needed to speak to you,” Jared 
responded. “We can talk inside, Mr. Chance.” Chester quickly ushered Jared 
into the house. 

A look of surprise crossed the elderly man’s face when he saw that the person 
Chester went to welcome personally turned out to be a young man. 

He looked at Chester and asked, “Who is this person? Why do you treat him 
with so much respect?” “He’s Jared Chance,” Chester replied. Turning to 
Jared, he said, “Mr. Chance, this is Wayne Gingerich, head of The 
Adamantine.” 

Jared nodded at Wayne politely. “Nice to meet you, Mr. Gingerich.” 

Meanwhile, Wayne stared at Jared in utter shock. He exclaimed excitedly, 
“You’re the person who founded Deragon Sect, went up against Warriors 
Alliance, and wiped out the Watanabe family from Jetroina?” 

Stunned, Jared looked confused. He could not understand how Wayne, who 
had been in the secret realm, would know so much about him. 

Just then, Fernando stepped forward and explained to him, “The Gingerich 
family is The Adamantine’s representative in the mundane world, so Verner is 
part of The Adamantine.” 

Realization dawned on Jared after he heard that. So, it was Verner who told 
him everything. From the looks of it, it also appears that the Gunderson family 
and The Adamantine are on good terms with each other. No wonder Verner 
didn’t treat me with animosity like the others when he first met me! 

“Mr. Gingerich, all those things you said aren’t even worth mentioning,” Jared 
replied with at smile. “You’re truly young and capable,” Wayne responded with 
admiration written all over his face. 

“You’re too kind. I’m so sorry, but I have something to discuss with Great 
Elder,” Jared said apologetically. “Of course! Please go ahead.” 

Having said that, Wayne walked to one side tactfully. With a gentle wave of 
Chester’s hand, an enclosed space appeared. Then, he asked Jared, “What 
brings you here with such urgency?” 



Jared told Chester about Evangeline’s disappearance. He even revealed that 
the holy maiden had possessed Evangeline’s body. After all, he did not feel 
right to keep it a secret from Chester. 

Chester was gripped with worry upon learning that his daughter had gone 
missing but did not. seem bothered by the fact that the holy 

maiden’s soul had possessed her body. When Evangeline’s soul returns, the 
holy maiden’s soul inside her will just have to leave. 

“Great Elder, do you know of any way to determine Evangeline’s location so I 
can rescue her?” Jared enquired, revealing his reason for coming to find 
Chester. 

Chester furrowed his brows. “Locating her is something that’s too difficult for 
us. However, it wouldn’t be a problem if we had charms masters. They’d only 
need to draw a tracking talisman to detect her aura. That way, we’d be able to 
find her. However, charm spells have long since become a lost art, and very 
few know how to cast them. I don’t know where we’d be able to find a charms 
master.” 

Jared’s eyes lit up when he heard that. “Now that you mention it, I know 
someone who can draw tracking talismans.” 

He had immediately thought of Flaxseed. Back when Zion was hunting down 
Jared, Zion had gotten tracking talismans from Flaxseed. That was why no 
matter how hard Jared tried to get away, he could not escape Zion’s pursuit. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 1726–When Jared’s train of thought ended 
there, he appeared somewhat excited and eager to leave. I need to find Mr. 
Flaxseed! 

Seeing how Jared was in a hurry to depart, Wayne offered, “Are you facing 
some issues, Jared? If you are, I can ask my family to help you out. We’re 
friends, after all. You’re welcome to ask for aid.” 

He showed a strong interest in Jared as though he wanted to rope the latter 
in. Gratefully, Jared replied, “I appreciate your offer, Mr. Gingerich. However, 
this is a private matter. If I need help, I’ll be sure to visit the Gingerich family.” 



“Okay. I’ll ask someone to contact my family and tell them to obey your 
request.” Wayne smiled. 

After Jared bade Wayne and Chester goodbye, he followed Fernando back to 
Jadeborough before rushing toward Whitesea without stopping. He expected 
Flaxseed to still be entranced by women. 

His guess was correct because when he arrived at the Simmons residence, 
he saw two beautiful women keeping Flaxseed company. Additionally, 
Flaxseed wasn’t looking too great. 

At a glance, Jared could tell it was because Flaxseed had overindulged in his 
desire “Why are you here, Jared?” Flaxseed was shocked and gestured for 
the women to leave when he saw Jared. 

“If I didn’t, you probably would’ve died in the arms of women! Look at you 
now! You don’t have any life force energy left in your body!” Resignedly, Jared 
stared at Flaxseed. 

Flaxseed chuckled and stood up before stretching his body. “You don’t 
understand. I’m also cultivating here. In any case, why are you here? Is there 
something you need from me?” 

“I want you to prepare a few tracking talismans for me.” 

“D*mn, who are you planning to track? Using tracking talismans drains a lot of 
spiritual power.” “I want to track Evangeline. She’s missing.” 

“What? Did she go missing? Did she get lost? Then again, many things have 
changed over the course of several thousand years.” Flaxseed was aware of 
the soul, which was thousands of years old, living inside Evangeline’s body. 

With a serious expression, Jared informed, “No. I can tell she has been 
captured and that she’s in danger. However, I can’t pinpoint her 
exact location!” 

Seeing how serious Jared looked, Flaxseed withdrew his smile and frowned 
slightly. “She’s pretty strong, so whoever apprehended her must be quite 
powerful. Do you have anything that has her aura on it?” 



In order for Flaxseed to use the tracking talisman, he needed something that 
possessed the target’s aura. “I do.” As Jared spoke, he handed Flaxseed 
Evangeline’s undergarments. 

Flaxseed was stunned and gulped the moment he saw that. “Do you want me 
to get distracted while I draw the talismans? Is that why you intentionally 
brought these here?” 

“I… just think her aura will be the thickest in these pieces of clothing.” Back 
then, Jared didn’t think too much about what he should bring with him. 

He just went to Crimson Palace and grabbed Evangeline’s undergarments. 

“All right, just give it to me.” Flaxseed put the undergarments on the table 
before pulling out a piece of talisman and started murmuring. 

Without warning, the talisman burst into flame. Soon, Evangeline’s 
undergarments were also set ablaze, generating clouds of green smoke. 

As the talisman burned into ash, Flaxseed furrowed his eyebrows tightly. 
“Why is she sol far away?” 

“So? Do you know where Evangeline is?” Jared inquired. Nodding, Flaxseed 
answered, “Yes. Follow me.” 

When he ended his sentence, he dashed toward Evangeline’s location. Jared 
followed behind. Both utilized their magecraft to travel to their destination at 
high speed. 

Every once in a while, Flaxseed would burn a tracking talisman to ensure they 
were heading. in the correct direction. Soon, the duo found themselves in the 
middle of a jungle. 

“Did you get the place wrong, Mr. Flaxseed? Why would she be here?” Jared 
was in disbelief as he scanned the uninhabited forest. 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 1727–“Relax. This is definitely the place. Do 
you doubt my abilities?” Flaxseed glanced at Jared. “N-Not at all.” An 
awkward smile was set on Jared’s countenance before they entered the forest 
together. 



They traversed through the jungle for another half an hour before Jared 
stopped himself and Flaxseed. Turning his head around, Flaxseed asked, 
“What’s the matter?” Jared gestured for him to keep quiet and unleashed his 
spiritual sense. 

Soon, he realized there were two people ahead of him, and they had blended 
into the jungle. If not for my spiritual sense, it would’ve been difficult for me to 
spot them! 

“Ninjas?” He frowned slightly. I didn’t expect to meet two ninjas from Jetroina 
here. Not only that, both of them are exceptionally skilled. If I hadn’t detected 
their presence beforehand, I would’ve been fooled by their camouflage. 

Upon shooting a look at Flaxseed, Jared advanced forward with his 
companion while pretending as though they didn’t notice anything. The ninjas 
were surprised to see the duo because they rarely had visitors. 

After exchanging a glance with each other, the ninjas leaped out of their 
hiding spots, went behind Jared and Flaxseed, and placed their blades next to 
the duo’s necks. 

“Who are you two? Why are you here?” one of the ninjas interrogated. The 
duo was prepared for the ambush. Hence, Jared immediately grabbed the 
blade and snapped it. 

Shocked, the ninja threw a handful of white powder toward Jared. It was a 
technique used when ninjas needed to escape from enemies more powerful 
than them. 

However, the ninja’s white bewitching powder had no effect on Jared. 
Sneering, Jared stepped forward and grabbed the ninja. 

When the other ninja saw that, he tried to cut off Flaxseed’s head. “You really 
think I’m that weak, huh?” Flaxseed’s expression turned cold as he rapidly 
flung three charms in the ninja’s direction. 

The charms burned before transforming into fireballs. The ninja failed to 
dodge the attack in time and was set on fire. 

In response to the immense pain, the ninja kept rolling around on the ground 
to extinguish the fire. Unfortunately for him, Flaxseed’s true fire couldn’t be 
easily stamped out. 



Just like that, the ninja was burned alive. Moments later, he was turned into a 
charred corpse. The other ninja shook uncontrollably when he witnessed that 
horrible scene. 

As he struggled for his life, he realized he couldn’t muster any strength at all, 
as though the martial energy in his body was sealed. 

“Who are you people? Why are you here? Did you capture a girl?” Jared 
interrogated. Shaking his head, the ninja exclaimed, “I don’t know! We merely 
got lost here!” 

Jared slapped him. “Do you think we’re stupid?” The slap shut the ninja up. 

“I think I should use my Bone Devouring Charm to torture him. Maybe he’ll be 
willing to talk when I’m done.” As Flaxseed spoke, he pulled out a yellow 
talisman and swiftly drew something on it. 

When the ninja saw that, he promptly gritted his teeth. Seconds later, his eyes 
widened, and a mouthful of black blood sputtered out of his mouth. 

The ninja killed himself with poison! Jared frowned. It seems like this group of 
people isn’t as simple as I thought and is very disciplined. He would rather 
commit suicide than say anything. 

After callously tossing the ninja’s body away, he turned to Flaxseed. “We need 
to be careful as we advance forward, Mr. Flaxseed.” 
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A Man Like None Other Chapter 1728–Flaxseed nodded in response before 
they continued their journey with caution. Meanwhile, Jared expanded his 
spiritual sense and started scouting out his surroundings. That way, if there 
were any ninjas near them, he would be able to spot them immediately. 

Concurrently, inside a cave, Ono was staring at Evangeline, his lust roused by 
her beauty. However, because of Kazuo’s command, he didn’t dare to do 
anything to her. Just as he stood up, he detected something with his spiritual 
sense. 

“Intruders!” Ono’s expression changed as he ordered loudly, “Quick! 
Someone’s here! Send a group to intercept them while the others shut the 
hideout’s entrance!” 



Moments later, more than a dozen warriors clad in black clothing bolted out of 
the cave. At the same time, creaking sounds were heard around the cave’s 
entryway. Soon, the entrance was sealed shut and blended perfectly into the 
mountain. 

“More than a dozen people are heading our way, Mr. Flaxseed,” Jared 
warned. 

Flaxseed spat with disdain, “I sense them. They’re just a group of Martial Arts 
Grandmasters. There isn’t even one Martial Arts Marquis among them. What 
a bunch of garbage.” 

“Can you handle them?” 

“What? Are you looking down on me?” Upon ending his sentence, Flaxseed 
muttered a spell and transformed his appearance to resemble the ninja he 
killed. 

Grinning at Jared, he explained, “I’ll pretend to be one of them and catch them 
off guard.” Jared almost forgot he taught Flaxseed how to use a Transforming 
Clone Charm. 

“In that case, I shall watch your performance.” Smiling faintly, he leaped onto 
a tree and completely concealed his presence. 

As Flaxseed pretended to be hurt, he trudged forward and bumped into the 
samurais ahead of him. “What’s the situation?” the leader of the samurai 
group asked. 

“Someone barged in here and killed our people,” Flaxseed replied weakly with 
a pale countenance. 

“How dare someone trespassed into our camp! How insolent! Follow behind 
the group. I’ll go and kill that intruder right now!” the group leader roared and 
marched forward with his Flaxseed followed behind and patted the shoulder of 
the samurai furthest from the group. 

“What’s the matter?” the samurai asked as he turned around. Just as he did, 
he saw the flash of a dagger before his neck was sliced open. 



The samurai didn’t even have time to make a sound before he met his 
maker. Carefully, Flaxseed laid the samurai’s corpse on the ground so as not 
to alert the group. 

His action was so clean and quiet that no one in the samurai group noticed a 
thing. Additionally, no one would suspect him because he looked like one of 
them at the moment. 

Flaxseed murdered multiple samurais consecutively with the same technique. 
Jared, who was still hiding in the trees, almost laughed out loud when he saw 
that. 

In the end, only the group leader was left. He was still stepping forward 
cautiously, preparing to strike at any moment with the katana in his hand. 

After a while, the leader frowned slightly because he saw no trespassers. “We 
should split up and search for the interloper. You all-” 

Just as he turned his head back and was about to relay his order, he realized 
there was no one but Flaxseed left behind him. The leader was shocked. 
“Where are the others?” Flaxseed shook his head. “I don’t know…” 

At that moment, the look in the leader’s eyes shifted as he gazed at Flaxseed. 
Then he retreated and questioned, “Who are you?” 

Read A Man Like None Other Chapter 1729 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 1729–Laughing, Flaxseed restored his 
original appearance after his cover was blown. Jared jumped down from the 
tree and spoke to Flaxseed. “This Transforming Clone Charm is pretty good, 
Mr. Flaxseed. It’s a shame you can’t alter your aura. If you can, no one will be 
able to tell the difference!” 

Smugly, Flaxseed replied, “You haven’t even seen my charm spells that are 
more powerful yet.” 

The samurai was infuriated when Jared and Flaxseed talked to each other as 
though he wasn’t there. Upon removing his katana from the sheath, he 
growled and swung it in the duo’s direction. 

Casually, Jared grabbed the katana and snapped it in half. The group leader 
was bewildered by the difference between his enemy’s strength and his own. 



Without delay, he tried to flee, but Jared smashed him into meat paste. “You 
should’ve left the last guy for me to kill. I wanted to get all of them,” Flaxseed 
lamented. 

“There’s no time to waste. Let’s go.” Jared proceeded to dart toward the 
samurai’s hideout as Flaxseed followed behind him. 

They expeditiously arrived at the foot of the mountain. The edges of Jared’s 
mouth curved upward when he noticed the untouched peak. Do they think I 
can’t find their hideout just because they camouflaged the entrance? I’ve 
already locked onto their location when I used my spiritual sense earlier! 

Staring at the mountain, he raised his fist, which started glowing with a golden 
light, and punched forward. 

Boom! The entire mountain shook as the entrance to the cave was blasted 
open. 

“What’s going on?” Ono was flabbergasted as he watched the entire cave 
shake. “Someone has invaded our camp, Captain Jiro!” a subordinate 
reported. 

“Quick, activate the arcane array!” Ono commanded loudly. Concurrently, the 
moment Jared cracked open the entrance, he sensed Evangeline’s familiar 
aura. “She’s inside!” 

He and Flaxseed promptly dashed into the cave. However, soon after they 
entered the samurais’ hideout, dozens of white lights were shot in their 
direction. 

Those white lights speedily formed a large net and trapped the 
duo. Meanwhile, Ono approached them with a group. of men and surrounded 
them. “Who are you people? How did you find this place?” Ono questioned. 

“Can’t you see? We’re your ancestors. Anyway, I managed to find this lousy 
place with simple magecraft. So, if you don’t want to meet a horrible end, 
you’d better release the girl you captured!” Jared exclaimed. 

Confidently, Ono mocked, “Ah, so you two are here to rescue the girl. 
Unfortunately for you, your endeavor is fruitless! No one can escape this 
cave!” 



He wasn’t afraid of the intruders because they were bound by the arcane 
array. 

“Who brought her here? There’s no way you’re powerful enough to kidnap 
her,” Jared inquired. It’s impossible he’s the one who captured Evangeline. 
While her strength is suppressed, she can still unleash the power of a Greater 
Martial Arts Marquis. On the other hand, this guy is only a Martial Arts 
Marquis. 

“What’s the point of learning who captured her when you two are about to 
meet your end?” 

Ono sneered. In response, Jared ridiculed, “What, you don’t have the balls to 
tell us even when we’re your captives? Did your master tell you to be a 
coward?” 

He was intentionally pissing Ono off because he really wanted to know who 
captured Evangeline. Actually, I already had an idea who was the one 
responsible when I saw the samurais. I just need someone to confirm my 
guess. 

Read A Man Like None Other Chapter 1730 

A Man Like None Other Chapter 1730–“Hmph! It’s not like you can do 
anything about it, even if I tell you. Mr. Kawaguchi was the one who captured 
the girl because she’s carrying a secret or something.” Ono spilled the beans 
freely. I think it’s okay if I tell him. They’re about to die, after all. 

“As I expected. It was Kazuo. He’s the only one who can capture Evangeline 
and bring her here.” Jared narrowed his eyes slightly as a frigid look swirled 
within them. 

Again, he questioned, “Why are you people setting up a base here?” I can’t 
believe these Jetroinian samurais have the balls to build a secret base in 
Chanaea. I must figure out what they’re up to! 

Unlike last time, Ono didn’t tell him anything. “Why are you still so curious 
about us even on the verge of death? Anyway, kill them!” he ordered 

He wasn’t going to delay the execution anymore because he felt like Jared 
was intentionally baiting him to reveal more information. 



Numerous samurais attempted to slash Jared and Flaxseed as they raised 
their katanas. In response, Flaxseed panickily urged, “Your body may be 
insanely tough, Jared, but not mine! Break this arcane array quickly!” 

He was certain Jared could destroy the arcane array. 

“Break it? Is that a joke? There’s no way you can destroy the arcane array 
personally created by the envoys of Elysium Sect!” Right as Ono finished his 
sentence, he saw Jared’s body abruptly explode with a golden light. 

A terrifying aura crashed into the samurais like a mighty wave, instantly 
toppling them. 

The net, made from dozens of lights, also vanished in a blink of an 
eye. “You… You…” Ono was shocked as he paled. “You’re a Greater Martial 
Arts Marquis!” 

Upon turning his line of sight to Flaxseed, Jared asked, “I’ll let you handle the 
small fries while I take care of this guy. What do you think, Mr. Flaxseed?” 

“No problem.” Flaxseed nodded in response. The moment Jared took a step 
toward Ono, a terrifying aura exploded from his body. Ono twirled around and 
retreated when he sensed Jared’s aura. 

“Still trying to run, are you?” Jared sneered and chased after his prey. To 
deter his pursuer, Ono struck in the direction behind him, causing multiple 
huge rocks to fly toward Jared. 

With a casual swing of his fist, Jared reduced those huge rocks into 
powder. His fist continued to travel forward until it violently landed on Ono’s 
chest. Several of Ono’s ribs were broken as he spat out a mouthful of blood. 

Fearfully, he continued to escape at high speed. Jared pursued him slowly 
because he was certain Ono would lead him to Evangeline. 

Unfortunately, Ono wasn’t stupid. He was aware of Jared’s intention, so he 
didn’t sprint toward Evangeline’s confinement. 

The further he fled into his escape cave, the narrower it became. There was 
also a sinister aura inside the cave. 



Just as he was getting ahead, he suddenly slapped a spot on the wall, 
causing laser beams to shoot out from both sides. 

Because of how cramped the cave was, Jared had no room to dodge. Thus, 
he was hit by the laser beams. Ono then stopped moving with a 
sneer However, when the laser beams hit Jared’s body, he was completely 
unharmed. 

“What?” Ono was dumbstruck. His original plan was to lure Jared into the 
cave and kill him with the arcane array, but it failed because he didn’t 
anticipate Jared’s body would be that tough. 

“Where do you think you’re going?” Staring at Ono coldly, Jared punched him. 
Then, the gust of wind generated by the attack sent Ono flying away. 

 


